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The Kemper Street Bridge and Interchange 

Improvements Project
City of Lynchburg

• The Lynchburg Expressway, Route 29 Business is a limited 

access highway originally designed and constructed in the 

1950s with narrow shoulders, tight substandard 

interchanges, and a multitude of bridge underpasses with 

substandard vertical clearance. 

• The Kemper Street Bridge is a four-lane minor arterial with 

curb and gutter. The interchange is a full cloverleaf that is 

functionally obsolete.



Original Kemper Street Bridge and Interchange



The “Old” Kemper Street Bridge



The “Old” Kemper Street Bridge –

A View From The Top
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Project Development History

• The original purpose of the project was to replace the 
deteriorated superstructure of Kemper Street Bridge over 
the Route 29 Expressway.

• During the in-depth evaluation phase, it was discovered that 
the substructure and footers were also structurally 
substandard. The City ultimately made the decision to 
completely replace the bridge.

• Along with the complete bridge replacement the City also 
decided it was in the best interest of the traveling public to 
improve the interchange operationally and safety-wise. 

• Also, the new design addresses current EPA/DEQ storm 
water standards.



Project Development History

• The Kemper Street Bridge had been on the City’s radar for a 

decade as a superstructure replacement project that would 

be funded solely with City money.

• The entire Lynchburg Expressway facility has multiple 

examples of design features that do not meet current 

standards.

• The increase in overall scope and total estimated cost 

changed the project from being exclusively City-funded to a 

combined City/State Revenue Sharing funded project.



Design Considerations

• The City recognized this project could not correct all 

substandard issues.

• Converting funding to a City/State Revenue Sharing project 

required VDOT’s review of the design.

• The City viewed this as a positive process having an unbiased 

check by a third party.

• One challenge for the City was to address the need for potential 

design exceptions.

• Even with the increase of under clearance of the proposed new 

bridge, VDOT design criteria was not met, but it did meet 

AASHTO criteria.

• The City and VDOT developed consensus on the final design 

incorporating one design exception. 



Project Advertisement

• The first time the project was bid, the City had one bidder, 

and that bid was about 30% over the Engineer’s estimate.

• Because the first bid price exceeded $5 million, the project 

was subject to a value engineering (VE) study to evaluate 

ways to cut cost and/or increase overall value.

• To help reduce costs the City decided to eliminate the 

requirement to replace the Kemper Street Bridge utilizing 

phased construction in order to maintain through traffic.

. 



• As an outcome of the VE study, the design changed from a 

three-span bridge with shelf abutments to a single-span 

bridge with mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall 

abutments. 

• Overall, the VE study identified approximately $500,000 in 

savings.

• Ultimately, for various reasons, the design modifications 

resulting from the VE study and corresponding identified 

cost savings were not achieved when the project was re-bid.

Project Advertisement



• The project was re-bid - one bidder, English Construction, about 
20% over the Engineer’s estimate.

• The City chose to award the project.

• Other localities were seeing similar bid issues and this project 
was on the low side of exceeding the engineer’s estimate.

• The City recognized that the down turn in the economy between 
2008 - 2010 caused VDOT bid tabs to be lower than the current 
actual cost of construction.

• As part of the project’s award process, English agreed to donate 
the rain garden feature designed by HDLA as part of the project’s 
BMP, participating in the City’s “Lynchburg Expressway 
Appearance Fund” (LEAF) program. 

Project Advertisement



PROJECT DESIGNER OF 

RECORD – MATTERN & CRAIG



Design Considerations

• The project began as superstructure replacement project.  

Analysis of substructure revealed existing foundations were 

inadequate for new code required loads.  Therefore, the 

project became complete bridge replacement.

• The City decided this would be a good time to improve the 

interchange, particularly eliminating two interchange loops 

with a history of accidents due to inadequate horizontal 

curves, and eliminating one ramp with an inadequate 

(essentially non-existent) acceleration lane onto the 

southbound lane of the Route 29 Lynchburg Expressway.



Interchange Improvements



Design Considerations

• As already noted, with an increase in the scope of the project, the 

City made decision to change funding to a combined City/State 

Revenue Sharing project.

• The entire Lynchburg Expressway facility has multiple examples 

of design features that do not meet current standards. 

• All current ramp acceleration and deceleration lanes on Route 29 

in the interchange were substandard. In addition, the bridge 

vertical and horizontal clearances were also substandard. 

• The City was locked into the existing roadway grades due to 

railroad structures on both the Route 29 Expressway and Kemper 

Street.



Grade Changes Constrained by Two Railroad 

Bridge Overpasses



Design Considerations

• The project design had to fit within the existing right-of-way.

• The City recognized this project could not correct all 

substandard design issues in both the reconfigured 

interchange and on the Route 29 Expressway in the areas 

adjacent to the project.

• Improving the operational safety of the Interchange as well 

as addressing the structural and functional deficiencies of 

the existing bridge were the two main objectives.



Project Coordination

• Revenue Sharing projects come with VDOT oversight.

• Mattern & Craig (M&C) had developed the project to the 
90% plan stage before the City submitted plans to VDOT for 
review and comment. 

• VDOT’s initial comments focused on bringing the entire 
interchange up to current VDOT design standards. M&C had 
designed the interchange based on existing restrictions on 
the Route 29 Expressway and Kemper Street. 

• The issues raised by VDOT required considerable effort to 
resolve and had a significant effect on the design schedule. 



Kemper Street Bridge Replacement and Interchange Improvements

Project Design



Project Design

• One special feature the City chose was a decorative parapet wall for two 

reasons: 1. Safety, it afforded a standalone crash wall, and 2. 

Aesthetics. Although this feature had not been adopted by VDOT, it was 

approved by FHWA for interstate highway applications.

• The ramps were modified/redesigned to the best practicable standards 

given the parameters/constraints of the existing site.

• Removal of the loops eliminated substandard weave/merge operations 

on the Route 29 Expressway and minimized risk of trucks overturning.

• Existing vertical and horizontal clearances for the bridge were improved.

• The City and VDOT developed a consensus on one design exception and 

the agreed upon changes were incorporated into the final project design, 

and the project was able to move forward to advertisement for 

construction in late 2013.



Project Design –

Decorative Parapets



Bridge Typical Section



Lessons Learned

• Communication is key to addressing issues proactively, especially 

after the funding sources changed and VDOT became involved 

during the subsequent course of the design process. 

• In hindsight it would have been beneficial if we had received 

concurrence from VDOT on the project scope prior to the final design 

effort.

• The City’s initial Project Manager retired during the design 

timeframe. Continuity of all team members is becoming an ever 

increasing challenge.

• Flexibility (from a design perspective) is critical to meet both the 

locality’s needs and VDOT’s requirements, while staying within 

budget.



GETTING TO 

CONSTRUCTION



Kemper Street Interchange Construction Features

• Traffic management plan

• Erosion and sediment plan

• Demolition of old bridge

• New bridge construction

• MSE wall construction

• In-plan utilities 

– Water

• Out of plan utilities

– Gas

– AEP

– Verizon

– Comcast

• Grading/earthwork

• Sidewalks

• Storm drainage

• Paving

• Pavement marking

• Guardrail

• Application of new storm water 

BMPs as required by DEQ

• Rain gardens and landscaping

• Overhead signs

• Signals and lighting

– Queue detection system



Pre-construction: Value Engineering (VE)

• There was only one bidder for the first advertisement

• The bid exceeded the engineer’s estimate and >$5million

• The City hired URS to conduct a VE study

• The VE Study identified several cost impacting issues:

– Sequence of construction – Phased construction vs. closing the road

– Maintaining existing waterline services during construction 

– Traffic Management Plan (TMP) needed to be better defined

– Potential cost savings based on contractor recommendations and 
feedback

• City established a new advertisement date: Summer 2014



MBP was hired to provide construction 

management and inspection



The Project Management Team



• Employ a proactive approach:

– You cannot over 

communicate

– Anticipate the work

– Anticipate the problems

– Understanding of the plans, 

contract, and application of 

the specifications

– Firm but fair approach 

administering the contract

• Get the TEAM Started Right:

– Preconstruction conferences

– Submittals – C-25, etc.

– Establishing clear 

expectations

– Boots on the ground at the 

start of the project

– Pre-activity conferences

– Full LAP compliance to 

assure the City gets 

reimbursed

Tools for a Successful LAP Construction Project 

“Start Right to Stay Right”



CONSTRUCTION –

CONTRACTOR’S PERSPECTIVE



Drone View of the Project Under Construction



Project Features

• Removal of existing superstructure and substructure

• Pre-bored piles that were driven after drilling

• MSE wall: form liners were added during casting of the 

panels to create architectural detail to the bridge

• Traffic control: changes were implemented during 

construction to save time but not compromise safety

• Utilities: coordination with City and AEP



Old Superstructure Removed During 

Demolition of Existing Bridge



Pre-Bored Pile Caissons



Setting Bulb-T Concrete Girders at Night



Project Features

• Careful coordination required between all elements of the bridge 

and the MSE wall system.

• Shop drawing submittals critical for the girders and the other 

bridge elements, and the MSE wall system. 

• Prior to submission, having the multiple shop drawings prepared 

by different fabricators reviewed as an entire system would have 

been more ideal, but is not typical.

• Mattern & Craig, the designer, has been the primary party 

reviewing submittals.

• Construction surveying carried out by the contractor’s third party 

construction surveyor, Hurt and Proffitt.



Initial Course of MSE Wall Being Placed on 

Leveling Pad



MSE Wall Abutments



Coordination with Utilities - AEP

• Coordination with AEP has been ongoing. There is a 

contract line item to remove the existing light poles; 

however, AEP has been removing them.

• City also implemented a revised lighting plan post award.

• AEP will be installing new lights on English-constructed 

pedestals.

• Coordination of Maintenance of Traffic (MOT) between 

English and AEP has been required at times to facilitate 

AEP’s work on the project. 



Coordination with Utilities - City Utilities

Coordination with City utility representatives has been good. 

Talking to the person(s) making the decisions for the City utilities, 

and/or directly with the City’s project manager is a big plus. 

Decisions often get made in real time.  



Plans – Contractor’s Perspective

• “Really nothing wrong” – Cory Bond, English Construction PM

• Many transportation contractors are used to seeing VDOT plans 

that are similar from one job to another, but the LAP plans can be 

different.  

• It takes more time to go over the plans to make sure you are not 

missing something. Consequently, things can be and are missed.  

• One example is incidentals included in Lump Sum Grading, either 

in notes, or as labeled on the plans.  

• On a VDOT job, all the notes are typically pretty much the same 

and you know which ones to pay attention to. 



Contract – Contractor’s Perspective

• LAP Contracts are typically divided into two sections – City 

General Conditions in the front and then the VDOT style special 

provisions.  

• They are not always “coordinated”. For example, the City 

provisions have a project schedule section, and there is also the 

VDOT schedule special provision.

• This project is State and City funded but locally maintained by the 

City.  If state maintained, then VDOT oversight and review would 

be more intensive which could possibly slow things down.  

• There is a well established trust with the City that they will honor 

commitments so work can continue even when a work order is 

being sorted out.



Maintaining a Positive Working Relationship

• Teamwork is the key to success! 

– Contractor   – Inspection   – Owner – Designer

• Quick answers: The City Project Manager is able to be 

directly involved with and approve changes.

• Trust between contractor and owner: Work can start before 

detailed changes are formalized in writing.

• Easier to extend project limits/scope as needed.

• Cooperative communications:

– Keeping all parties informed and engaged.

– Working out problems as a team to obtain the best overall project 

outcomes.



Team Working Relationship

• The relationship between project superintendent and the 

MBP project inspector has been positive and cooperative 

which has contributed to resolving problems at the project 

level.  

• For LAP work, there is no substitute for experience, and all 

parties (City, M&C, English, and MBP) bring experienced 

team members to the Kemper Street Interchange project.  

• Having the City Project Manager “local” to the project helps 

get many questions answered quickly.  



View of Project Looking South to North



CONSTRUCTION &

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT



Compliance with VDOT’s LAP Manual



LAP Applicability - State-aid/LPA Maintained



Materials Quality Assurance



Construction Quality Assurance

• QA/QC compliance/testing requirements vary based on the 

funding source and who maintains the facility. 

– Locally Administered and Locality Maintained projects like the 

Kemper Street Interchange have no direct VDOT oversight of QA/QC 

and only must follow the applicable VDOT LAP guidelines and all 

“local specifications”.

– Because of the size and scope of the project the City elected to 

employ more than the minimum LAP required QA/QC testing and 

had MBP handle all inspection requirements including lab testing 

and shop inspections.

– Being Locally Administered and Locality Maintained, a more  

streamlined Change Order process was possible; one where 

decisions typically can be made quicker than on VDOT projects due 

to fewer steps in the process and first hand City PM involvement.



Shop Inspections – HRV subcontracted by MBP



Construction

• Not being a VDOT project meant not having a records 
program to document the project, e.g., Site Manager.

– MBP uses its own PM software, “On-Track”, which is similar to 
VDOT’s program and is very user friendly. 

• MBP chose to use an Excel spreadsheet style Materials 
Book just as VDOT utilizes. 

– Although not required it allowed ease of comparison between pay 
items and approved materials and quantities.

• All communication are directed through the MBP Project 
Inspector. This affords a single point of contact at the 
project level enhancing the ability to keep track of all RFI’s 
and submittals.



Construction



Construction

• Closing the bridge and Kemper Street to through traffic 

allowed for less headaches with traffic control and reduced 

safety related risks to project personnel and to the traveling 

public. 

• There has been on-going issues with pedestrian traffic 

during the course of the project as the bridge connects two 

neighborhoods.
– Citizens walking the concrete box beams after sections of the deck 

were removed was of major concern! The site is posted and 
cordoned off with safety fence.

• Continuous foot traffic through the work area and around 

the equipment during daily operations.



Ongoing MOT in the work zone, adjusted as 

needed to facilitate construction activities



Demolition of Existing Bridge at night to 

minimize impacts to traffic on Route 29



Construction

• As noted, the “rebid design” incorporated MSE wall 

abutments which allowed the bridge to be shortened to a 

single span.

• A design change after award was implemented to create a 

stone-like architectural detail on the MSE wall panels. 

• Quality issues with the MSE panels – they were QC 

inspected at the plant, but a number were rejected upon 

arrival on-site by inspection staff and/or City Project 

Manager due to various reasons.

• The use of form liners to cast these MSE panels to achieve 

this appearance created extra thickness to the panels, 

approximately 2 -1/2”. 



MSE Panel Issues



H-Piles and MSE Wall Panels



Construction

• The increase in panel thickness resulted in a conflict with 

the dimensions of the bridge abutments fitting within the 

“footprint” of the constructed MSE walls.

• The revised shop drawings did not address the effect the 

increase in panel thickness had on the overall MSE 

wall/bridge abutment design. 

• This extra thickness also caused issues with the MSE 

panels fitting behind the abutments’ back-wall extensions, 

and corrective action was required to extend the MSE 

panels at three of the four corners of the bridge to assure 

proper fit.



North Abutment and Bulb T Girders



Bridge Deck Rebar Installation – 11/15



Placing Bridge Deck Concrete – 12/15



Wet Cure for Bridge Deck Pour



Construction

• The contractor utilized every opportunity to work during the 

2015-2016 winter months, remaining productive even 

during the time of the year when work normally slows. 

• As a part of the push to work during winter weather, there is 

the  potential for contractor costs to increase to ensure 

quality doesn’t suffer, placing concrete in cold weather 

being one example.

• This concern was addressed proactively to ensure all 

expectations were clearly understood by all team members 

and quality remained high.



Cold Weather Construction Measures



Under Budget and Ahead of Schedule – 4/16



Complete Interchange Under Construction - 4/16



Lynchburg’s Kemper Street Interchange 

Achieving Success Through Teamwork


